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Abstract. In this paper is presented a modeling of assessment systems of
taxonomies using fuzzy logic. Specifically the taxonomies system solo is
studied, which can be applied in a wide range of fields of diagnostic science. In
what concerns education, the test correction is extremely hard and demands
experts that are not always available. The intelligent system offers the
opportunity to evaluate and classify students' performance according to the
structure of the observed learning outcome, concerning the cognitive
development of the students in the field of mathematics. The system was tested
on high school and university students.
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1

Introduction: Intelligent Systems and Problems of Knowledge
Assessment

An intelligent system is based on an extended quantity of knowledge related to a
certain field of problems. This knowledge is organised as a set of rules that allows the
system to inference based on the available data. This knowledge –based methodology
used in problem solving and more generally in system design has been an
evolutionary change in Artificial Intelligence. The consequences of this change are
very important since the traditional form of a program (data + algorithm = program)
has been replaced by a new architecture, which has as its core a knowledge base and
an inference engine under the form:
Knowledge + Inference = System
The specific problem that we have to solve is the construction of an intelligent
system, which will be able to evaluate and classify student according to some
features, which will be extracted from their answers, into different levels of
knowledge. The results are based on a research carried out on high school students
and related to the wider field of Mathematics. The classification problem of educated
people in different knowledge levels, the study of the transition between these levels
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as well as the notional change that takes place when a student stops using a naïve
(wrong) model and starts using a scientific (right) model, are three of the most
important problems in Cognitive Science. A great number of researchers have
proposed different methodologies for knowledge acquisition in different scientific
fields (Maths, Physics, etc) based on computational and Artificial Intelligence
models[8]. Artificial Intelligence methodologies present great interest in theoretic
level since they can deal effectively with complexity and fuzziness, which are two of
the most important problems in system theory, strongly bound to reality.
In this specific application, analysis starts with the processing of the answers to
carefully selected and formed questionnaires which are filled by students. Certain
features are extracted out of this analysis that lead to the classification into levels of
five different theme sections: Arithmetic, Algebra, Applications Space Perception,
and Probabilities and Data. Next, based on this analysis and rule-based knowledge
the student classification takes place. Basically the problems that needs to be solved
is the automatic classification of students in different levels, using fuzzy logic and
artificial neural nets techniques and aiming at creating a system that unifies symbolic
and arithmetic processing. For further research, we could note the use experts’
knowledge in order to improve the knowledge of educated people (which means
transition to a higher level), study the dynamic evolution of the population of
educated people and model the changes that take place. Based on the fact that the
problem to be solved is a assessment problem, for which there is no specific theory
and its data enclose uncertainty (the problem is not purely computational, there is no
mathematical solution and the data are not completely known), we can say that use of
an intelligent system is appropriate and leads to the construction of a useful tool for
student classification in different levels.
The questionnaires that are filled up by students include the aforementioned five
theme sections. Each theme section includes four questions, each one corresponding
to one of the following levels of knowledge: Single-Structural (SS), Multi-Structural
(MS), Relational (R) and Abstractive(S). It should be noted here that the question
that corresponds to the Abstractive level cannot be answered by students of the certain
age, and consequently we can say that each theme section has three questions. In
addition, if a student does not answer any of the three questions in a theme section,
he/she is classified in the Pre-Structural (PS) level.

2 Description of the SOM Algorithm Grading System Modelling
The aim of the automatic grading system is the simulation of the teacher’s grading
system. The answers of the students to the five theme sections are decided into two
different categories: Controversial Answers (CA) and Non –Controversial (NCA).
Non-Controversial answers are the answers we can be based on in order to classify
the student in a level without any uncertainty [1]. For example, if a student gave the
following answers to the section that corresponds to Algebra:
Q4. Wrong, Q5. Wrong, Q6. Wrong
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Then the student is classified into the Pre-Structural level in Algebra without any
controversy. It his/her answers are:
Q4. Right, Q5. Right, Q6. Wrong
Then the student is classifies into the Multi-Structural level in Algebra, without
any controversy again. However, there are some answers base on which we cannot
conclude to an automatic classification, and we have to take under consideration other
factors (in the same way a teacher acts when grading a students answers). For
example if a student answers:
Q4. Wrong, Q5. Right, Q6. Wrong
Then his/her classification into a level of knowledge is not straightforward as it
was on the examples mention above.
The automated grading system that was developed is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
neural network specifies the level of each student in each theme section in cases of
Non -Controversial answers. In cases on Controversial answers we have developed
two fuzzy systems, since the classification is not obvious and trying to simulate the
teacher’s way of grading , taking under consideration numerous factors. This way, we
take advantage of the symbolic knowledge of system experts and more specific the
rule-based knowledge [2]. The first of the two fuzzy systems is implemented based
on some statistical analysis and the analysis of some factors such as the Rigour
according to which the grading of the certain answer will be done. The second fuzzy
system extracts the level of knowledge at each theme section taking into account the
Rigour (which the previous system’s output) and the answers given to the questions of
the specific theme section. Next, the final level is determined for each student based
on the results (outputs) of the above systems.

Fig. 1. Grading Modelling System
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Student Level Determination System for E ach Theme Section:
Non-Controversial Answers

In the previous section we briefly described the procedure that was followed in order
to implement the automated classification of students into levels of knowledge. We
mentioned that the students’ answers, in the five different theme sections, are divided
into two categories: Controversial and Non-Controversial [3]. For the first category,
Table 1. was used in order to extract the results. In the specific application, an
algorithmic method could also be used for the extraction of the final result. However,
based on the fact that we are interested in the extension and application of the
developed system in more complicated problems (i.e. we will ask the system to grade
the answer using a grade between 1 and 10 or 100), the use of the table is the most
appropriate. The Non-Controversial answers are illustrated in Table 1. We have used
0 to symbolize the wrong answer, 1 for the right answer and 2 for invalid answer
(case where the student does not answer).
Table 1. Classification based on Non - Controversial answers
SYMBOL
000
100
110
111
222
220
202
200
122
120
112
102
022
002
020

ANSWERS
WRONG – WRONG – WRONG
RIGHT – WRONG – WRONG
RIGHT –RIGHT - WRONG
RIGHT – RIGHT - RIGHT
INVALID – INVALID - INVALID
INVALID – INVALID - WRONG
INVALID – WRONG - INVALID
INVALID – WRONG - WRONG
RIGHT – INVALID - INVALID
RIGHT – INVALID - WRONG
RIGHT – RIGHT - INVALID
RIGHT – WRONG - INVALID
WRONG – INVALID - INVALID
WRONG – WRONG - INVALID
WRONG – INVALID - WRONG

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
Pre-Structural
Single-Structural
Multi-Structural
Relational
Pre-Structural
Pre-Structural
Pre-Structural
Pre-Structural
Single-Structural
Single-Structural
Multi-Structural
Single-Structural
Pre-Structural
Pre-Structural
Pre-Structural

4 Student Level Determination System for E ach Theme Section:
Controversial Answers
In the previous section we referred to the cases where the classification of the students
into knowledge levels is done based on their answer without any uncertainty. In this
section we will refer to the Controversial cases where the student classification in
some level cannot be done without any uncertainty [5]. For the evaluation of these
answers we will consider the following factors (that correspond to the factor that the
teachers take into account when dealing with controversial cases):
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The difficulty of the certain subject that obviously affects its grading.
The number of void answers, which is the number of question that were left
unanswered by the student. This factor is considered since it affects the student’s
evaluation. If, for example, we want to grade a controversial answer (e,g case
Q4. WRONG, Q5. RIGHT, Q6. RIGHT) and the student has a great number of
unanswered questions, this means that probably the student is not answering the
questions randomly, but he/she answers the question seriously. We conclude that
probably the wrong answer in Q.4 is wrong due to carelessness, since the right
answers in Q.5 and Q.6 (which are obviously much harder to answer that Q.4) are
not given by chance. Consequently the student can be classified in the Relational
level in the specific theme section..
Child level, meaning the general impression the student makes.

Controversial cases occur when a right answer follows a wrong one. These cases are
12 in total, as it is presented in the following table (Table 2):
Table 2. Controversial answers description
SYMBOL
001
010
011
101
221
212
211
210
121
021
012
201

ANSWERS
WRONG – WRONG - RIGHT
WRONG – RIGHT - WRONG
WRONG – RIGHT - RIGHT
RIGHT – WRONG - RIGHT
INVALID – INVALID - RIGHT
INVALID – RIGHT - INVALID
INVALID – RIGHT - RIGHT
INVALID – RIGHT - WRONG
RIGHT – INVALID - RIGHT
WRONG – INVALID - RIGHT
WRONG – RIGHT - INVALID
INVALID – WRONG - RIGHT

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

In general, we can say that the selection of the level in cases of the controversial
answers is different depending on the student. It is affected by the student’s answers
to previous questions, the number of questions that are left unanswered and the level
of the question. In order to model the controversial cases there have been designed
and implemented two fuzzy systems, that are analytically described in the next
sections [6].
4.1 Rigor Grading Determination Subsystem
The first system evaluates the Rigor according to which the student will be graded.
Rigor is a number between 0 and 1 and it is used for the classification of student in
knowledge levels. The system has three inputs and one output. The inputs are factors
that affect the grading of each controversial answer: number of unanswered question,
question level and child level [8]. The output is one: the Rigor. The question level is
evaluated according to the answers of other students to this question. The more the
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students that
t
answeredd this questionn, the easier th
he question iss and the Rigoor level is
increasedd. The child leevel is estimateed based on th
he student’s annswers.
In thiss specific case the values off each input arre between tw
wo values. Thee difficulty
of the subbject and the number
n
of voiid answers tak
ke values betw
ween 0 and 1000, and the
Child levvel take valuees between 0 and
a 3. The Difficulty
D
of the
t subject is estimated
based onn other studennts’ answers. The
T
x axis –s
– normalizedd and has valuues in the
range [0,100]. We can define a partiition on the do
omain field off Subject Diffficulty, for
example we can say thhat if value off Difficulty is in [0, 30) theen Difficulty iis small, if
m
and fin
nally if it beloongs in [65,1000), is said
it is in [30, 65), then iss said to be medium
to be largger. However this way of cllassical partitioning introduuces great unceertainty in
some areaas (e.g. close to 30, 65 andd 100). This means
m
that if thhe value of Diifficulty is
equal to 29
2 then difficuulty is small, whereas if it is equal to it is medium. IIn order to
avoid succh problems we
w define the fuzzy
f
partition
ns (one for eacch input) on thhe domain
field of each
e
input A1 , A2 and A3 . Each fuzzzy partition is
i of order 3. A Fuzzy

partition B , of order 3, is defined onn the domain field of the ouutput, which iis [0, 1] as
mentioneed above. The fuzzy partitioons A1 , A2 A3 and B linguistic
n
repreesentations
of the domain fields annd consequenntly their elem
ments are linguuistic terms off the form
EDIUM, etc. In Fig. 2. thee fuzzy partitiion of the firsst input is
SMALL, LARGE, ME
describedd.

Fig. 2.
2 Fuzzy partitiion of 1st input: “Subject Diffficulty”

If the value of the input
i
is for exxample equal to 2 or 90, thhen we can saay that the
D
is 100%
1
SMALL
L or 100% LA
ARGE respecctively. But iff the input
Subject Difficulty
value equuals 15 then the
t Subject Difficulty
D
is 0.5
5 SMALL and 0.5 MEDIU
UM, and if
it is equaal to 60 is 0.755 MEDIUM and
a 0.25 LAR
RGE. The abovve consideratiion, that is
the use off fuzzy partitiions, is obviouusly much clo
oser to reality since it simulaates better
the humaan way of thinkking.
The neext step is to define
d
the rulees of the system
m. These rulees are the folloowing:
1. If Suubject Difficullty is “BIG” then Rigor is “HIGH”.
2. If Suubject Difficullty is “MED
DIUM” then Rigor
R
is “ENO
OUGH”.
3. If Suubject Difficullty is “SMA
ALL” then Riigor is “LO
OW”
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If Vooid Answers are
a “FEW” theen Rigor is “SMALL”.
If Vooid Answers are
a
“ENOUG
GH” then Rigo
or is “ENOU
UGH”.
If Vooid Answers are
a “MANY” ” then Rigor is “HIGH”.
If Chhild Level is “LOW”
“
then Rigor
R
is “LOW
W”.
” then Rigor is “ENOUG
If Chhild Level is “AVERAGE”
“
GH”.
If Chhild Level is “HIGH”
“
then Rigor
R
is “HIIGH”.
wn in Fig. 3.
The syystem’s domaiin field is show

Fig. 3. System’s Dom
main Field

4.2

Stu
udent Level Determination
D
n Subsystem Per Theme Secction

The secoond fuzzy systtem determines the studen
nt’s level in eaach theme section, and
more preecisely based on the Rigor of grading (that is the output of thee previous
system) a fuzzy system
m has been deesigned studen
nt classificatioon in theme seections. In
the seconnd fuzzy system, we use onlly the data of the student unnder consideration. The
two fuzzyy systems toggether with thhe neural netw
work provide us with the aanswers of
the first part, meaninng the student classification in one of
o the aforem
mentioned
t
section [10].
knowledgge levels per theme
The syystem has two inputs and one output. The
T first inpuut is the Rigoor and the
second onne is the threee answers for the
t subject. The output is a number betw
ween o and
3 that corrresponds to the
t four levels of knowledg
ge (Pre-Structtural, Single-S
Structural,
Multi-Strructural and Relational)
R
forr each theme section. Thee result in conntroversial
cases cann be a decimal number.
The vaalues that Riggor is allowed to take are 0.2 toι 0.65. Thhe values of X
X-axis are
covered by
b two membeership functioons. If, for exaample, we takee as input the value 0.3,
the Rigorr is 50% Low
w and 50% enough.
e
The second inputt is the answeers of the
student under
u
investigaation. The inpput’s values are
a normalizedd from 1 to 100. In order
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to interpret the student answers in values between 0 and 10 we apply the following
formula:
Results = α + β + γ + δ
where α is the number of right answers, β is the number of last right answer, γ is
the number of first right answer δ is the number of void answers. The controversial
answers can only have two values otherwise they are not controversial. ( a ≤ 2 ). The
greatest number we can have is 10 and the least 4.
The second input of the system is the student level in the theme section under
consideration. The output of the two fuzzy systems, in combination with the output of
the neural network, determines the levels of the students in the five theme sections.
The output values are between 0 and 3. ) corresponds to Pre-Structural level, 1 to
Single-Structural, 2 to Multi-Structural and 3 to Relational. The rules that associate
the inputs with the outputs are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If Rigor is HIGH then the Level is LOW.
If Rigor is AVERAGE then the Level is MEDIUM.
If Rigor is LOW then the Level is HIGH.
If the Answers are FEW then the Level is LOW.
If the Answers are ENOUGH then the Level is MEDIUM.
If the Answers are MANY then the Level is HIGH.

5 Final Level Determination
Up to now, we have determined the levels of knowledge of students in five different
theme sections. Based on these levels we will determine the final overall level. The
final level is a number between 0 and 3 that corresponds to one of the four knowledge
levels. In the previous sections we described the procedure of level determination
based on the theme sections. The procedure that follows next investigates the
students’ answers according to knowledge levels rather than theme sections [11]. The
degrees of trust will specify at what point the student under investigation belongs to
each level. The degree of trust is number between 0 and 1.
The system was divided into four parts, each one associating the number of given
answers to the number that we believe it belongs to the specific level (Fig. 4.).
The degrees of trust are three: one for the Single-Structural, one for the MultiStructural and one for the Relational. For the Pre-Structural there is no degree of trust
because it always equals 1 since there are not any questions or answers and
additionally it is the lowest level and consequently there can be no degree of trust less
than 1. Next, having 3 degrees of trust we decide on the final level by taking the
average. The average is taken according to the level. Having o 1 for the PreStructural, 2 for the Multi-Structural and 3 for the Relational we get:

ε=

1C1 + 2C2 + 3C3
,
C1 + C2 + C3

. ,
where ε is the final level . ε can be a decimal number. For example if ε = 15
then the student is uniformly classified between Single-Structural and MultiStructural Level.
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Fig. 4. Number of answers in the specific level

Fig. 5. Students per Leevel Graph

6 Case Study: The Solo Program
The SOLO program is the interface that contains a powerful intelligent engine that
uses an educational diagnostic tool, which basically manages the data of the class and
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the students [7]. It is very simple and easy to use, providing help support. Below are
stated some selections provided by the interface:
Students per Level: With this selection the user is provided in 2D or 3D graph the
distribution on the students depending on the level the students are (Fig. 5).
New D
Database: Thiis function proovides to the user the posssibility to creeate a new
database. The window
w contains com
mbo boxes and
d textboxes where the user inputs the
variables. Using the addd button the user inputs a new record too the databasee. With the
c delete thee present recorrd. By pressinng the refresh button the
delete buutton the user can
user can refresh the database
d
(for multi-user environment
e
o
only).
With thhe update
button thhe user can poost the database for the chaanges done, and
a with the eexit button
the user closes the wiindow and retturns to the main
m
window of the appliccation. By
pressing tthe SaveDB thhe user saves the database to
t the hard-dissk. (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6. New Database Window

Fig. 7 . Syystem -Expert Results
R
Comparrison per Level (Dark Grey coolor correspondss to the expert
andd Light Gray color correspondss to system)
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7 Con
nclusion
In order to prove the effectivenesss of assessmen
nt tools, the developed syystem was
o 100 high school
s
and seenior high sch
hool studentss, and it was tested on
applied on
mathemaatics. The corrrection results obtained by
y the system were comparred to the
results obbtained by thee cognitive sccience expert. The system’ss results weree found to
be very close
c
to the exxpert results, as it can be seen
s
on the foollowing tablee (Fig. 7).
Concludiing, we can say that the assessment tools
t
are trusstworthy toolls for the
educatorss’ cooperationn and contribuution.
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